
Tenor Saxophonist Jessica Jones Reaches Across Generations and Styles With The 
Continuum, a Gorgeous Project Launching  

the New Label, Reva Records 
 

The Album Features Her Longtime Quartet with Tenor Saxophonist Tony Jones, Drummer Kenny 
Wollesen, and Bassist Stomu Takeishi Plus Special Guests Including Trumpeter Ambrose Akinmusire 

and Vocalist Ed Reed 
 
A savvy bandleader, intrepid improviser, gifted composer and veteran educator who’s mentored some of jazz’s finest 21st 
century artists, Brooklyn tenor saxophonist Jessica Jones adds to her stellar discography with The Continuum, an album 
that embodies her approach to jazz as a seamless flow passed between players.  
  
The diverse program showcases her collaborators, from the Caribbean-inflected “Just As It Is” featuring 89-year-old jazz 
crooner Ed Reed to the sweet and soulful “For The Cats On The Continent,” a vehicle for the impressively self-possessed 
17-year-old alto saxophonist Devante Dunbar, who studies with Jones. Trumpet star Ambrose Akinmusire, a former Jones 
student, contributes on the strikingly beautiful world-jazz closer “Continuum Reprise,” a trio track with Mali’s Mamadou 
Sidibe, an innovative force on the kamali ngoni.  
 
From lustrous ballads to free improvs, from Thelonious Monk to Billy Eckstine, The Continuum captures the frisson of a 
creative community exploring and listening together. Embracing her status as a veteran with hard-won knowledge gleaned 
from the music’s formative masters, Jones says there’s nothing quite like “the satisfaction that comes with watching 
young people grow. I get inspiration from them to develop my own music, just like I do from a master like Ed Reed.” 
 
Part of the first wave of kids to come up through the Berkeley public school system’s innovative jazz education program, 
Jones was mentored as a young teen by free jazz drummer Charles Moffett. She connected with another key Ornette 
Coleman collaborator in the late 1980s when Don Cherry settled in the Bay Area.  
 
Based in Brooklyn since 1997, she’s recorded a series of singular albums, projects often featuring her husband Tony 
Jones, such as 2015’s Moxie with Takeishi and Wollesen. She also worked extensively with the late great pianist Connie 
Crothers, a creatively charged relationship documented on the 2011 duo album Live at the Freight. With The Continuum, 
Jones delivers an album that’s deep in the tradition, and alive to jazz’s infinite possibilities.  
 
Along with Tony Jones’ new album Pitch, Rhythm and Consciousness Quartet, the project launches their new label Reva 
Records. Reva is a natural outgrowth of the Jones’ nonprofit REVA Inc, which seeks to educate, inspire and heal people 
and communities through art. “As artists, we want to retain control of as much of our output as possible,” she says. 
“Inspired by artist-run labels from the past where we heard uncompromised expression, such as Strata-East and Debut, we 
want to bring artists' visions to life.”   
 
 
 for more info:       http://www.revainc.org/epk-continuum         or contact scott@scottthompsonpr.com 

 
 

 



1. Evidence  by Thelonious Monk   5:45   - mashup arrangement, modern soloing 
2. For The Cats On The Continent   3:46 - mellow blues, alto sax featured 
3. Wither Without You   3:57           - shimmering melodic trio (segues into next song) 
4. I Want To Talk About You   by Billy Eckstine   5:11  - adventurous bass/sax interpretation 
5. Continuum   5:30  - straight ahead modern jazz 
6. Just This   4:23 - airy, atmospheric free improv with loose melody  
7. Just As It Is   4:44 - upbeat calypso featuring vocalist Ed Reed 
8. Higher Than   7:24 - slow, funky groove with explorative solos 
9. Continuum Reprise   4:43 - mellow ‘world jazz’ trio, featuring Jessica Jones with 
guests  trumpeter Akinmusire,and Mamadou Sidibe on Kamali Ngoni, a Malian gourd & string 
instrument 
 
The cross-generational players of this session find a meeting point across a wide menu of grooves, trumpeter 
Akinmusire dipping his toe in Don Cherry waters of African folk music influences, vocalist Ed Reed exerting a 
jazz lag on top of a Caribbean jaunt, and young altoist Devante Dunbar eagerly sharing his spin with his elders.  
 
Jessica Jones plays tenor saxophone and has worked with Joseph Jarman, Cecil Taylor, Don Cherry, and Peter Apfelbaum, as well 
as a variety of Haitian, Caribbean and African bands. These influences helped form her compositional direction which is grounded in 
the jazz tradition and, as is truly traditional in jazz, reaches for new directions and a unique sound. She has led the Jessica Jones 
Quartet for 30 years, producing 5 critically acclaimed albums and playing festivals on the East and West Coasts. Jones is active as a 
sideman and is an award-winning jazz educator.  
 
Tenor sax player Tony Jones has worked with Joseph Jarman, Muhal Richard Abrams, Cecil Taylor, Idris Ackamoor, Peter 
Apfelbaum, Jessica Jones and Don Cherry. Growing up in a family deeply rooted in jazz, he brings this aesthetic to his creations, 
forging a unique voice as a player and as a composer. 
 
Electric Bassist Stomu Takeishi began as a koto player in Japan, and since moving to New York in the 1980’s, critics have noted 
both his adventurous playing and sensitivity to sound and timbre. He won the Downbeat Critics Poll for “Rising Star, Electric Bass” in 
2009 and performs regularly in major international festivals and clubs. Takeishi has performed and/or recorded with Don Cherry, Henry 
Threadgill, Butch Morris, Dave Liebman, Randy Brecker, Wynton Marsalis, Paul Motian, Myra Melford, Cuong Vu, Badal Roy, David 
Tronzo, Erik Friedlander, Satoko Fujii, Laszlo Gardony, Ahmad Mansour and Andy Laster.  
 
Percussionist Kenny Wollesen has been a lynchpin of the New York creative music scene for decades, and has recorded and toured 
with Tom Waits, Sean Lennon, Ron Sexsmith, Bill Frisell, Norah Jones, John Lurie, Myra Melford, Steven Bernstein, and John Zorn as 
well as leading his own large ensembles and inventing and crafting  his own instruments.  
 
Downbeat Magazine, on Moxie, the Quartet’s previous album:     
“Both Joneses plays tenor saxophone, and on Moxie they shift fluidly between unison statements and 
passages, one player shadowing the other so sympathetically that one forgets it’s two musicians. This 
unity is one of the most attractive things about this album, the fourth CD by their quartet, and it is 
enhanced by the rhythm section’s empathy. The ensemble’s affinity enhances the moments where 
the music pulls taut or picks up steam.” 


